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Key Messages

• Gut microbiota development is part of the physiological development of infants and should be considered in clinical practice.
• A large proportion of infants are exposed to C-section birth or intrapartum antibiotics that eliminate normal mother-to-infant transmission of beneficial microbes, altering the development of their gut microbiota and consequently immune and metabolic development.
• Breastfeeding and probiotics are especially important for infants with disrupted gut microbiota colonization.
• Faecal microbiota transplant from mother to neonate has been shown to restore normal gut microbiota in C-section-born infants but requires careful screening of the mother.
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Abstract

Microbial colonization of the neonate is an important feature of normal birth. The gut microbiota has a central role in the programming of the host’s metabolism and immune function, with both immediate and long-term health consequences. During vaginal birth, the infant is exposed to diverse maternal microbes, of which specific faecal microbes colonize the infant’s gut. C-section eliminates the infant’s contact with maternal microbes, preventing vertical transmission of gut microbes. Consequently, infants are colonized by bacteria from the environment, including potential pathogens from the hospital environment. Recent studies have shown that intrapartum antibiotic exposure has a C-section-like effect on the infant gut microbiota. While the composition of the gut microbiota largely normalizes during the first year of life, epidemiological studies suggest that the aberrant early microbial exposures have long-term immunological and metabolic consequences. Because of the high prevalence of procedures that prevent normal gut microbiota development, effective methods to normalize the gut microbiota of neonates are urgently needed. Even more importantly, attention should be paid to the microbiota imbalance in C-section-born and antibiotic-exposed infants in clinical practice. Breastfeeding and probiotics are particularly important for infants with disrupted gut colonization.

Colonization and Early Development of Infant Gut Microbiota

Although the notion of infants being born sterile has been contested by the detection of both bacteria and bacterial DNA in the placenta, amniotic fluid, and meconium passed within hours of birth, the expert consensus is currently that micro-
bial colonization of the infant, that is, the establishment of replicating microbial cells, does not commonly occur in healthy pregnancies [1, 2]. In any case, all infants are colonized by microbes during birth. The microbes that have been observed in utero do not include the normal infant gut microbes, which must be acquired during birth.

During birth, infants are exposed to maternal vaginal, faecal, and skin bacteria, which colonize the infant body sites that provide a suitable habitat and nutrients. Each bacterial species has specific habitat requirements and cannot permanently colonize inhospitable body sites. The infant gut is colonized at birth by maternal gut microbes [3–8], while maternal vaginal microbes do not colonize the infant gut [7, 9, 10]. Not all maternal gut bacteria have the ability to colonize infants, and it is important to note that the gut microbiota is not transmitted as a whole community, but only specific members are able to establish persistent populations. The dominant maternally derived colonizers of the infant gut are bifidobacteria and Bacteroides [6, 7]. Several species of *Bifidobacterium* and *Bacteroides* have the capacity to ferment human milk oligosaccharides (HMOs) [11], which very likely explains their success in colonizing the infant gut [5]. While certain infant gut-adapted *Bifidobacterium* strains, such as *B. longum* subsp. *infantis*, *B. bifidum*, and *B. breve*, are specialized in HMO utilization [12], *Bacteroides* spp. are substrate generalists. *Bacteroides fragilis*, *thetaotaomicron*, and *vulgatus* are efficient HMO utilizers [11]. They exploit the same pathways for host mucus and HMO degradation and are able to degrade a broad range of HMOs [13]. In contrast, Firmicutes and Proteobacteria generally do not degrade HMOs, with the exception of certain *Lactobacillus*, *Streptococcus*, and *Enterococcus* strains with narrow HMO utilization spectra [11].

The importance of early maternal colonization is exemplified by the finding that maternally derived microbes colonize the infant essentially permanently, while non-maternal microbes are more transient [6]. This is suggestive of special compatibility between infant and maternal microbes, potentially related to partly genetically determined factors such as breast milk oligosaccharide composition, gut mucus composition, and immune system.

While the gut microbiota is generally characterized by tremendous interindividual variation, the microbiota development during infancy follows a fairly clear and uniform pattern, dependent on birth mode (Fig. 1). During the first year of life, ecological succession takes place in the infant gut with a consistent temporal pattern across cultures [14]. The first stools harbour a highly diverse microbiota of mostly transient passers-by [7]. After the first few days, the diversity decreases as specific microbes bloom while others disappear [7]. Initially dominant species include aerotolerant taxa such as staphylococci, enterococci, and streptococci as well as enterobacteria [12, 14]. Within weeks, the composition changes as breast milk oligosaccharide-degrading bifidobacteria outgrow. Bifidobacteria are usually the dominant group until weaning after which taxa that utilize plant-based carbohydrates, mainly members of the clostridial families *Lachnospiraceae* and *Ru-
minococcaceae, begin to gradually increase in relative abundance [14]. The abundance of *Bacteroides* can be high already very early and remains fairly stable through the early development [14]. This likely reflects the generalist nature of *Bacteroides* species in terms of substrate utilization potential, including utilization of both diverse dietary polysaccharides and host-derived glycans [13]. There are some geographical differences in the average gut microbiota composition of infants. African infants show an increased relative abundance of *Bacilli*, while North American infants have more *Bacteroidetes* and less *Actinobacteria* than infants in other continents [14]. Whether these differences are caused by technical or biological reasons is unknown.

**Impact of C-Section Birth on Gut Microbiota**

The natural microbiota transmission from mother to infant is disrupted by C-section (CS) birth [6], resulting in a deviation of microbiota development, most notably in the first 6–12 months of life [14]. In fact, CS birth is perhaps the factor with the most uniform effects on the gut microbiota across individuals and studies. A large study on nearly 600 infants found delivery mode to be the most important factor influencing infant gut microbiota composition, with a stronger effect than postnatal antibiotic treatments [15]. A particularly prominent and ubiquitous feature of the CS-born infant’s gut microbiota is the low relative abundance of bifidobacteria and almost total lack of *Bacteroides* [14], that is, the taxa that would normally be obtained from the mother at birth and that are largely responsible for breast milk oligosaccharide fermentation in the infant gut. These patterns are observed in practically all studies investigating the impact of CS on infant gut microbiota (Table 1), including several large cohort studies of 600–1,000 infants each [15–18]. In addition, the relative abundance of pathogenic bacteria is often increased in CS-born infants. These taxa are common in the hospital and are transmitted from hospital surfaces to new-born infants [19].

It has been suggested that in terms of microbial contact, CS delivery after rupture of membranes would more closely resemble vaginal delivery than elective CS in which the infant has no contact with maternal birth canal microbiota. While the exposure of mother and infant to the labour process undoubtedly has physiological effects, there is no reason to expect much benefit for the microbial colonization from labour, even with rupture of membranes, as maternal faecal microbes are unlikely to be present in the birth canal of healthy mothers. Indeed, the hypothesis has not received much support in the scientific literature. Only a few studies have compared the effect of different CS types on infant gut microbiota. Emergency CS seems to result in more drastic and long-lasting changes in infant gut microbiota [18, 20], possibly due to health differences. To conclude, there is currently no evidence suggesting a beneficial effect of rupture of membranes or CS during labour versus pre-labour CS on infant gut microbiota.

Thus far, only a few studies have looked into the viral component of the gut microbiota, the so-called gut virome, in early infancy. Recent results show that most of the viruses in the neonate gut are phages, that is, virus-infecting bacteria [21]. There is evidence that phages are transmitted from the mother at birth together with their host bacteria [5, 22]. Consequently, total virus and phage diversity has been shown to be reduced in CS-born infants at the age of 1 year, with particularly low abundances of Anelloviridae and Caudovirales in CS-born infants [23]. In fact, the effect of birth mode on the gut virome was much more prominent at 1 year than the effect on the bacteriome [23]. This indicates that birth is crucial for the acquisition of the gut phageome, and the potential for postnatal colonization, for example, via breast milk or the environment, is limited.

A meta-analysis of the dominant bacterial classes revealed that the differences between birth modes gradually even out and mostly disappear by the age of 12 months [14]. However, only a few studies have investigated the associations between birth mode and gut microbiota development after infancy. Reduced diversity of *Bacteroides* spp. has been reported up

| Table 1. Consistent gut microbiota patterns observed in CS-born infants compared to vaginally born |
|-------------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------|
| Increased in CS | Decreased in CS | Reference (large birth cohort studies or meta-analyses) |
| Bacteroides | x | [12, 14, 16, 17] |
| Bifidobacteria | x | [12, 14, 16] |
| Clostridia | x | [12] |
| Gram-negative pathogens | x | [14, 18] |
| Gram-positive pathogens | x | [14, 16, 18] |
to the age of 2 years [24]. Another study found reduced relative abundances of several members of *Lachnospiraceae* and *Ruminococcaceae* in CS-born children at the age of 4 years [25]. Comparably, a study using fluorescent in situ hybridization found a reduced abundance of clostridia in CS-born compared to vaginally born 7 year olds [26]. A study using quantitative PCR found significant differences in gut microbiota composition between CS-born and vaginally born young adults [27]. In particular, relatives of *Bacteroides fragilis* and *Lactobacillus sakei* were reduced in CS-born children. The results suggest that birth mode effects on the gut microbiota may in some cases persist even into adulthood. Notably, the latter 2 studies employed quantitative measures (FISH and qPCR, respectively) that can estimate the absolute abundance of the bacteria, in contrast to sequencing which only reveals relative abundances. Clearly, future studies need to employ methods that allow the absolute abundances to be estimated [28].

**Impact of Intrapartum Antibiotics on Infant Gut Microbiota**

In most hospitals, antibiotic treatment given to the mother is an integral part of CS delivery. Therefore, there has been some unclarity as to whether the effect of CS birth is exclusively due to the lack of exposure to maternal faecal microbes or partly due to the antibiotic treatment. Considering that regardless of maternal microbiota composition, CS eliminates the contact between maternal faecal microbes and infant, thus preventing colonization, and any additional microbiota-affecting treatments seem trivial. If a microbe has no contact with the infant, it cannot colonize the infant regardless of exposure to antibiotics. This view was recently confirmed in a study comparing the effects of pre- versus post-CS antibiotic prophylaxis on the infants’ gut microbiota composition [29]. No significant differences in gut microbiota composition were found between infants exposed and not exposed to maternal antibiotic prophylaxis, demonstrating that antibiotic exposure is not a driver of the CS-induced microbiota imbalance. Along the same lines, in an analysis of 700 infants, stratification by intrapartum antibiotic exposure did not alter the results regarding the effect of CS birth on infant gut microbiota [18].

The effect of antibiotic treatment during vaginal birth is an important issue in itself, since a large proportion of infants are exposed to intrapartum antibiotics either due to prophylaxis or treatment of maternal infection. In some countries, all mothers who carry group B *Streptococcus* are given antibiotic prophylaxis during labour. The aim of intrapartum antibiotic prophylaxis is to prevent transmission of pathogenic bacteria from mother to infant. Antibiotics are not selective between pathogens and non-pathogens, so if the transmission of pathogens is prevented, so must be the transmission of non-pathogenic bacteria with a similar antibiotic sensitivity profile.

In studies investigating the impact of intrapartum antibiotics in vaginally born infants, bifidobacteria appear to be particularly strongly negatively affected by the antibiotic exposure (Table 2). There is discrepancy regarding the impact of intrapartum antibiotic exposure on *Bacteroides*, with effects varying from negative [17, 20, 30] to neutral [20, 31–33] to positive [30]. Importantly, the impact of antibiotic exposure is modified by feeding practice, with formula-fed infants more severely affected [34–36]. Overall, the emerging evidence suggests that antibiotic exposure during birth can be likened to a chemical CS from the microbial perspective, eliminating the natural transmission of gut microbiota, especially bifidobacteria, from mother to infant.

**Consequences of Disrupted Vertical Microbial Transfer**

Due to the age-associated microbiota succession, the host receives specific microbial signals at specific age windows (Fig. 1). If these signals are altered or missing due to abnormal microbiota development, the host’s immune and metabolic development may be affected. Deviations from normal microbiota succession in infants and young children usually occur without overt symptoms, but can increase the susceptibility to later health problems, such as allergic disease [37–39], autoimmune diseases [40], and overweight [41].

*Bifidobacteria* normally form the dominant taxon in healthy vaginally born breastfed infants, representing up to 90% of the total gut microbiota. Due to their abundance and metabolic capacities, they have important effects on gut microbiota...
composition and function and host health (Fig. 2). Unfortunately, bifidobacteria are perhaps the most vulnerable bacterial group in infants, affected negatively by all unnatural practices such as CS birth, antibiotics, formula feeding, early weaning, and even maternal stress. Bifidobacteria are the dominant HMO-utilizing group in the infant gut.

As a consequence of the reduced abundance of dominant HMO fermenters and lower fermentation activity, an increased intestinal pH and decreased levels of the short-chain fatty acid propionate has been observed in CS-born infants [42]. As HMOs constitute approximately 20% of all carbohydrates in breast milk [43], and the majority of them are degraded by gut bacteria into short-chain fatty acids [44], HMO fermentation represents a significant energy source for the infant. This indicates that CS-born infants do not receive the full nutritional value of breast milk. Furthermore, the altered gut pH has been shown to be permissive for pathogen colonization [42], and indeed several studies have observed increased abundances of pathogens in CS-born infants (Table 1). Bifidobacteria have anti-streptococcal activity, indicating that a low abundance of bifidobacteria in the gut may increase the growth of pathogenic streptococci [31]. In addition to the increase in pathogenic microbes, there is evidence that a microbiota with reduced capacity for oligosaccharide utilization degrades the intestinal mucus, potentially leading to weakened intestinal barrier [45]. This together with the increase in pathogenic microbes is likely to stimulate inflammation both systemically and locally. Indeed, signs of pain and distress in infants are correlated with low abundance of bifidobacteria [46, 47].

Not only are bifidobacteria important for early-life gut health but also have widespread immunological effects, which is particularly important during the time of immune system development. Indeed, numerous studies have shown that a low abundance of bifidobacteria, especially *B. longum*, and a high abundance of Proteobacteria in infancy is associated with an increased risk of allergic diseases in later childhood [48–51]. Several studies have shown that low early abundance of bifidobacteria is predictive of later adiposity, as well [41, 52, 53].

As a demonstration of the clinical consequences of the disrupted microbial colonization, several large cohort studies and meta-analyses have shown that birth by CS is associated with long-term health effects, including increased risk of chronic immune diseases and obesity [54–56], with some of the negative health associations reaching into adulthood [54]. While some associations may be caused by confounding effects, the clear alterations in gut microbiota and the importance of the gut microbiota for host physiological development support the causal attribution.

**Correction of Infant Microbiota after Disrupted Colonization**

CS deliveries are increasing worldwide, affecting over 50% of infants in certain regions [57]. Additionally, over 30% of infants are exposed to antibiotics during vaginal birth in developed countries [58, 59]. These figures are alarmingly high, suggest-
ing that natural microbial colonization at birth is currently disrupted in up to half of infants even in regions with low CS rates and good antibiotic stewardship. Therefore, there is a pressing need to restore normal gut microbiota composition in CS-born and antibiotic-exposed infants. Only a few different methods have been studied in terms of their efficacy in restoring normal gut microbiota in CS-born infants (Fig. 3).

A study comparing the microbiota found on different infant body sites within minutes after birth and meconium samples taken within the first 24 h to maternal skin and vaginal samples showed, unsurprisingly, that vaginally born infants, still covered with vaginal fluids at the time of sampling, harboured vaginal microbes, and CS-born infants harboured skin microbes [60]. These results were interpreted to mean that the infant gut is colonized by maternal vaginal microbes at birth, although faecal microbiota was not sampled in the study. However, the samples were taken too early to distinguish colonizers from transient passers-by. In fact, it was shown already in 1990 that vaginal lactobacilli do not colonize the infant gut [9], and later research has confirmed this [7, 10]. The adult vagina is a very different environment compared to infant body sites, and consequently microbes adapted to the vaginal environment, predominantly specific *Lactobacillus* species, are unlikely to find suitable habitats on the infant body. Human vaginal lactobacilli are highly adapted to that environment and rarely observed in other body sites [61]. Therefore, vaginal microbes are not useful in terms of infant gut microbiota restoration [8]. The infant gut does harbour a low abundance of lactobacilli, but those are gut adapted or food derived, rather than of vaginal origin [61]. Whether the transient exposure to vaginal microbes during birth plays a role in, for example, immune stimulation, is currently unknown.

A few studies have tested the efficacy of probiotics as a means of microbiota restoration in CS-born infants. A 6-month daily supplementation with a probiotic product containing several *Lactobacillus* and *Bifidobacterium* strains has been shown to alleviate the CS- and antibiotic-associated microbiota disturbance in breastfed infants [62]. Importantly, the treatment reduced the incidence of allergic diseases in CS-born infants, demonstrating that gut microbiota-targeting interventions have beneficial health effects [63]. However, the effect of the probiotic intervention on the gut microbiota was dependent on breastfeeding and failed to increase bifidobacteria in the exclusively formula-fed infants [62]. In another trial, *Lactobacillus reuteri*-containing formula was fed to vaginally born and CS-born infants for 6 months, with beneficial effects on the abundances of bifidobacteria and lactobacilli in the CS-born group [64]. These results are very promising, demonstrating the effectiveness of such simple, safe, and cost-effective interventions. However, probiotics represent a small fraction of the total microbial diversity that normally colonize infants and cannot fully restore normal gut microbiota. Importantly, probiotics are not maternally derived. It is likely that maternal strains are adapted to the specific mother-infant dyad and have been preselected by maternal immune
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**Fig. 3. Studied methods of microbiota normalization in CS-born infants.** CS, C-section; FMT, faecal microbiota transplantation.
system and gut secretions to suit her infant and her breast milk composition.

Breast milk is highly bifidogenic, so breastfeeding could be expected to restore the low abundance of bifidobacteria in CS-born infants. Exclusive breastfeeding has been found to have a beneficial impact on the gut microbiota of CS-born infants, especially regarding bifidobacteria [65, 66]. However, the effect of breastfeeding is dependent on breast milk oligosaccharide composition [67]. The oligosaccharide 2′fucosyllactose in breast milk alleviates the effect of CS birth on the gut microbiota, but not all mothers secrete 2′fucosyllactose [67]. The presence of fucosylated oligosaccharides in breast milk, the so-called secretor status, is determined by the mother’s FUT2 genotype. The results indicate that infants of non-secretor mothers and formula-fed infants are at a particular risk of gut dysbiosis if born by CS. Overall, the results show that breastfeeding should be considered essential for infants with disrupted gut colonization.

Due to the fact that infants are normally colonized by maternal faecal microbes during birth, birth can be seen as a faecal microbiota transplantation (FMT) event from mother to infant. In a recent pilot study, CS-born infants were given an oral FMT, a few grams of faecal matter mixed with breast milk, from their own mothers within hours after delivery [8]. The treatment fully restored normal gut microbiota composition, validating that maternal faecal microbes are the natural colonizers of the infant gut. While all procedures transferring a community of microbes from 1 person to another are inherently risky due to the potential of transferring pathogens, FMT from carefully screened healthy mothers was shown to be safe [8].

**Conclusion**

Because CS eliminates the contact between infant and maternal faecal microbes, natural vertical transfer of gut microbiota from mother to infant is prevented. This results in aberrant gut microbiota composition with reduced abundance of breast milk fermenters and increased abundance of pathogens during the first year of life, possibly longer. Intrapartum antibiotic exposure during vaginal birth has a similar but somewhat weaker impact on the infant gut microbiota as CS. Accumulating evidence indicates that the disrupted gut colonization in early life carries long-term health risks, including increased risk of chronic immune diseases and overweight. Due to the high prevalence of both CS and intrapartum antibiotic use, methods to correct the infant gut microbiota are needed. Breastfeeding together with probiotics, especially those containing bifidobacteria, can be used to alleviate the microbiota imbalance and are highly recommendable for all CS-born and antibiotic-exposed infants. The efficacy of mother-to-infant FMT in correcting the infant gut microbiota has been recently demonstrated.
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